Laser scanning of patient outlines for three-dimensional radiotherapy treatment planning.
In the planning of radiation treatments it is important to have a knowledge of the patient outline in order to correctly calculate the dose distribution that can be expected within the patient. This information is routinely obtained using x-ray computed tomography (CT). Although the CT data set is the ultimate data set, it can be impractical for economic and physical reasons. These impracticalities have been overcome using a commercial three dimensional (3D) laser scanning system. The system scans a laser line across the surface of the patient while a CCD camera views the patient from an offset angle. From a knowledge of the spatial orientation of the camera and the laser source, the system is able to detect the patient's surface and generate an equivalent 3D point cloud. Manipulation of 3D data sets allows the appropriate outlines of the patient to be obtained, that can then be used with the radiotherapy planning system. This has enabled the evaluation of 3D dose distributions for patients, and hence will allow the development of techniques for improving the uniformity of dose in breast treatments. The technique has no radiation overhead associated with it, is quick and is relatively cheap.